
HOW TO WRITE AUTOMATED TEST SCRIPTS IN QTP EXHAUST

As such, we were involved very early in test automation. with a simple proton torpedo attack down the exhaust pipe to
the main reactor. incorporating test driven.

Setting these properties correctly is very crucial. What is the use of Debug Viewer? For example, if all your
tests need address which consists of 10 fields, your framework should provide quick way for people to read all
10 fields without having write code for all ten fields. Does qtp support ajax add-in What is the use of shell
scripting in Automation Testing What is the difference between using object description and using string
description in descriptive programming How can we replace standard check point with getRO property?
Hence coding effort is reduced Since the data are read and written directly into the external file, there is no
need to copy, paste or export data in order to use them Test Data can be read from an external file and the
outputs can be written into any other external file Disadvantages of DDF Scripting knowledge is required to
develop this framework Sometimes number or combinations of data from an external source like Database
may slow down or even crash the QTP Keyword Driven Framework Keyword Driven Framework is a
framework where keywords drive the test. Where the text version of script file located in file system? While at
a noted hedge fund I found out that they were outsourcing their automation to China with no supervision.
Consider QTP. What is the difference between Normal mode and Fast mode? Can you justify your Salary?
How will you test the object which will dynamically changes its place. Please Explain How can we double
click on required column header Which is a Web Element in Web Table in order to sort the records Please do
remember that application is developed in. Deadlines would never allow the testers to perform Exhaustive
testing. But it is just another tool in the QA arsenal. Special care should be taken to make sure that test cases
are precise, brief and effective. An Excel file is first opened an as Application 2. How is demand for Profiles
with QTP certification? What are the draw backs of QTP? How to use regular expressions in QTP? How to
manage a drag drop event in the qtp What is the difference between the modular framework and data driven
framework what are the advantages of data driven automation frame work WHICH functionalities of QTP
used in Banking project? How much do you expect if we offer you this position how do u rate yourself on the
scale of one to ten? How QTP advanced than winrunner? In the above test case, only the type 1 and 2 steps
exist. How many hours do you normally work? Who are our major competitors and what differences do you
notice in our products?


